WINTER SLIDING RULES
1. All students must have snow pants on.
2. School sliders only allowed. Students are not permitted
to bring sleds, GT's or sliders of their own to school.
3. No standing on crazy carpets.
4. One person at a time only on the slider.
5. All students must vacate the hill when supervisor's
whistle blows. (Whistle will blow 3-4 minutes before
bell time.)
6. Students are responsible for returning their slider to the
helpers at the bins.
7. Students are not allowed on the far side of the sliding
hill - only on the main area where there is constant
supervision.
8. Students will be expected to walk up the hill in the
designated areas.

Play safe, follow RRC expectations, and have fun!

Check out our school website at:
www.sd57.bc.ca/school/ronb
Contact: Mr. Lawrence

Originally created by Mr. Lawrence in
2005 for the Playground Program.
Teaching students how to play!
Reprinted and added to Ron Brent
website 2014.

STEAL THE BACON /TRY
(also known as “Get Three”, “Try” or “The Steal Game”)
Where to play: field
# of players: two teams (unlimited)

Welcome: Whether you are a staff member, parent, or student
we hope that you will feel welcome at Ron Brent School.
Outdoor Supervisors:

grade levels: all

• vest

equipment: 5 hula hoops A beanbags

• clipboard/or in vest pocket (gotcha & referral forms)

how to play: This is a great game. It combines a tremendous
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PLAYGROUND MAP

It is suitable for all ages.
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SCHOOL RULES - "O" TOLERANCE

Divide the class into 4 groups- if possible, use hoops. Give
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Ron Brent School’s Common Language:

cardiovascular workout, agility, strategy and teamwork!

each student a number so they know their order. Place a hula
hoop in each corner and one in the middle. Put beanbags in the
center (rings work too)
The object is to get as many beanbags into your hoop.

Rules
1) Only one student per group goes at one time. Play continues
until one student has placed the three beanbags in their hoop
2) Each student begins in the hoop until the teacher gives the
signal to begin.
3) Beanbags may be obtained from the center or from another
team's hoops. No guarding or hiding is allowed!!! Stealing is
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encouraged.

Winter Activities

4) Only one beanbag can be carried at a time back to the hoop.

Mush races (sled races)

No throwing or that beanbag does not count.
5) Other team members can direct but must remain lined up
for safety reasons.
** You can also have the next person in line to wait behind the
hoop. No guarding though.
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Snowshoeing
Skating
Sliding rules
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BUMP
Where to play: basketball court
# of players: 4-10
grade levels: 4-7
equipment: 2 basketballs and net
how to play: The players line up with the first
2 having a ball. They take turns shooting at
the net until they score. The first person to
score basket wins. He passes the ball to the
next player in line and goes to the back. The
other player keeps trying to score.
You may at any time bump opposing players ball
when it is in the air.
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RON BRENT SCHOOL RULES
SOCCER

MOTTO : "SOMETHING TO RAVE ABOUT"
MISSION STATEMENT: TOGETHER WE PROMOTE Resect.

Where to play: upper field
# of players: 2 teams
grade levels: 2 - 7
equipment: ball and 2 nets
How to play: The object of the game is to score
goals in the opponents net.
1) no hands
2) no checking
3) other body parts may be used to trap the ball
4) but you cannot use body parts above the waist to
direct the ball.
5) the goalie may use his hands.
6) if the ball goes out of bounds an overhead 2
handed throw is used to put the ball back in play
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Responsibility and Cooperation
What We Want to See
Fair play
Good sportsmanship
Physical Activity

Hands Off Policy
Any type of inappropriate
touching is unacceptable. Zero
tolerance to violence means that
any act of aggression will not be
accepted - there will be
consequences. Each incident will
be judged individually and
recorded.

NOT ALLOWED!
*BULLYING
* SWEARING
* ROUGH HOUSING /TOUCHING
*TAG OR CHASING GAMES (UNLESS SUPERVISED BY ADULT)
*SNOWBALLING
A Ron Brent Student has the Right to:
•to be treated fairly, with dignity and respect
•be provided with activities that are success oriented
•work and play in a safe and secure environment
A Ron Brent Student Accepts the Responsibility to:
•be aware of and follow school expectations
RESPECT, RESPONSIBILITY, COOPERATION
and DO YOUR BEST.
•show respect for themselves, others and property
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Ron Brent School Common Language:

1) Stop and Think!

2) What is the Expected Behaviour?
3) Make a Good Choice
WALK, TALK, ROCK
If a student is having a problem on the playground
they should follow this advice.
1) Walk away from the situation
2) Talk out their problems and make good choices
3) Rock use Rock, Paper, Scissors to solve conflict

TETHERBALL
Where to play: 3 primary poles
3 intermediate poles
# of players: 2 players at a time
grade levels: all
equipment: tetherballs
how to play: The object of the game is to wrap the
ball around the pole, while the other person is trying
to wrap it the opposite direction.
Rules:
1) Rock Paper Scissors to see who goes first
2) first player chooses direction
3) hit or catch the ball (without touching the rope)
4) NO KICKING the ball
5) a tight wrap wins the game
6) next two players, then the two winners can play

Paper covers Rock, Rock breaks
Scissors, Scissors cuts Paper
(17)
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Catcher of the Fire

(Aboriginal Game)

AROUND THE WORLD

Where to play: playground or gym
Where to play: basketball court
# of players: Number of students: 4 and up
# of players: 2 or more
grade levels: Ages: K and up
grade levels: any
equipment: 2 teams 2Hulu hoops 2 beanbags
how to play: This is an aboriginal game called Catcher of the Fire. equipment: basketball
The two teams lineup on opposite sides of each other. The first two how to play: The object of the game is to make
people, one from each team run out and grab the beanbag and race back. The first one back is the winner and the other person who ran
baskets from different points on the court. Stand on
against the other student to return back to their own side. The
student who wins then calls the other student, that they raced
the key closest to the net. For every basket made
against to join their side.
move one space around the key until they are back to
This is a game testing athleticism and skill, it is to help kids to
the closest point on the opposite side. This is where
improve their speed and coordination.
Students should be reminded that team spirit is what's important
the name comes from " Around the World". If a shot
and that they should be cheering on anyone who is running.
is missed, next player is up. The person who missed
To make the game quicker once they have the bean bag, the next
two students can race to put the bean bag back into the hoop and
the shot has to start at the beginning on the next
return to their team. If there's a tie neither student changes teams.
turn.
The two teams lineup and take turns.
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CHINESE SKIPPING
Where to play: anywhere
# of players: 3 and up
grade levels: any
equipment: Chinese skipping rope
how to play: The object of the game is to
perform various tricks/moves. Two kids put
the rope (elasticised band) around their
ankles. The third person jumps over or on
the rope following a routine. They can hook
the rope with their feet and stretch it.
If they can finish the routine the rope moves
up holder's bodies, to the knees, hips,
waist etc.
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500 Up
where to play: anywhere
# of players: unlimited
grade levels: any
equipment: football or small ball
how to play: The object of the game is to get
500 points and become the thrower.
One person is the thrower, they call out the
number of points for the throw and if it is dead
or alive. The other players try to catch the
throws and collect points up to 500.
Rules:
1) there is NO contact between players
2) a dead ball is on the ground
3) alive is in the air
4) do Rock Paper Scissors if 2 or more players have
their hands on the ball
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ULTIMATE

4 SQUARE
Where to play: pavement
# of players: 5-15
grade levels: 2-7
equipment: 1 playground ball
how to play: The object of the game is to bounce
pass the ball to another player's square. If the ball
bounces twice in another player's square square
(we are allowing catching of the ball when learning how to play)

or they bump and miss a square, they are out. The king
starts all turns by dropping the ball and bumping it
to one of the other players squares. If someone is
out they go to the back of the line up and a new
player moves into the first square, everyone else
rotates. Play Fair & Have Fun!
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More rules:
-you are out if you do not catch
the ball, bump the ball, or the ball
double bounces in your square
-no dodging the ball
-you can catch the ball or bump it
using one or two hands
- do not hold the ball for more
than a few seconds
- no kicking or kneeing ball
-respectful words at all times
-restart if the ball hits the body
before the ground
-if the ball hits the inside line,
you are out
-No cherry bombs: no running to
middle
-no ice bombs: jumping out of
square
-no treetops: bouncing ball hard
over someone's head

-no baby bounces

Where to play: field
# of players: any
grade levels: 2 - 7
equipment: a frisbee or soft ball and 4 pylons for spot markers
for end lines

how to play:
Mark out an area about 8M X 12-15 M to start (increase as skill level
increases)
Object of the game is to pass the frisbee between team members
towards the goal line following the rules below;
1) 3 steps maximum while in possession of frisbee
2) no grabbing frisbee once someone has control of it. Must
give an arms length distance when someone is to throw
3) no contact
4) interceptions can occur
5) if team A knocks down frisbee in midair, team B takes
possession where frisbee falls.
6) Point is scored when team reaching end line has
possession of frisbee and touches it down on the ground
7) Once a team scores they take the frisbee back to starting
point and throw to the other team to start again.
The key is to encourage students to move to
open spaces!
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Go Go STOP
Where to play: anywhere

# of players: any number
grade levels: K - 7
equipment: none
how to play: The object of the game is to
get to the caller.
The caller turns his back and covers his eyes.
He/she calls out "go, go, go ... stop!" He turns
around and tries to catch anyone who is moving.
They are sent back to the start line. The caller
starts again until someone reaches him and
they become the next caller.

Mother May I

One player plays the "mother", or

"father". To begin the game, the mother or father stands
at one end of a room and turns around facing away, while
all the children line up at the other end. The children take
turns asking "Mother/Father, may I ____?" and makes a
movement suggestion. For example, one might ask,
"Mother/Father, may I take five steps forward?" The
mother/father either replies "Yes, you may" or "No,
you may not do that, but you may _____ instead" Even
The first of the children to reach
the location of the mother/
father wins the game. That
child then becomes the
mother/father.
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HACKEY SAC
Where to play: anywhere

# of players: 1+
grade levels: any
equipment: hackey (bean bag) or ball
how to play: The object of the
game is to bounce the hackey or ball
as many times as possible off
various body parts. You may trap
the hackey or ball and then
continue. It can never touch the
ground.
This is a skill building activity
For soccer.
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BASKETBALL

HOPSCOTCH
Where to play: on pavement/hopscotch court
# of players: any number
grade levels: K-7
equipment: an object for marking, chalk
how to play: The object of the game is to
complete the course successfully without
committing a foul. The first player in line
throws a mark into box #1. The player then hops
on one foot to the end of the court, hopping
over the box with the marker. The player then
hops back again pausing to pick up their marker
and finish the course. This is then continued by
the other players moving there markers higher
until a foul is made and they start over.
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Where to play: basketball court
# of players: 2 players and more
grade levels: any
equipment: basketball
how to play: The object of the game is to
score points by making baskets. The other
player tries to get the ball away or block the
shots. The ball must be dribbled when the
player is moving. It can be passed to other
players on the team.

HORSE
Where to play: basketball court
# of players: 2 players and more
grade levels: any
equipment: basketball
how to play: The object of the game
is to make baskets by taking turns
shooting. Every time a basket is missed
by a player they receive a letter from
the word horse. When the word
horse is spelled the person is out.
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OBSTACLE COURSE
Where to play: anywhere
# of players: unlimited
grade levels: all
equipment: a variety
how to play: The object of the game is to
follow the leader through a set up obstacle
course or around the playground, climbing over,
under or around playground equipment and
trees.
Ideas for equipment: benches, hula hoops, ropes,
chairs, mats

HULA HOOP ACTIVITIES
Where to play: anywhere
# of players: unlimited
grade levels: all
equipment: hula hoops
how to play: The object is for one person
to demonstrate a skill using a hula hoop and
then having everyone else copy the skill.
One person could "hula" it around the waist,
another could roll it so it returns like a pet
dog.
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YARDS

–

FLAG FOOTBALL (NO CONTACT)

Where to play: field
# of players: two teams
grade levels: 5-7
equipment: football or soccer ball, flags
how to play: Yards is a continuous kicking and
throwing game for older students primarily played
with a football but can be played with a soccer ball.
Rock Paper Scissors to start.
Game starts with one team kicking to the other.
Receiving team runs with the ball until ball carrier is
tagged, or loses flag at which point they must
immediately kick to other team, (trying to drive
receivers as far back as possible) Object is to reach
the end zone and catch a ball or carry it across the
line to score. If balls drops on first reception,
receiving team just picks it up as soon as they can
and begins to run or pass. When a team scores they
take ball back and kick to the other team (and both
teams start on their own half)
* advanced - Players can pass laterally or backwards
to each other after first forward throw, (this can
be modified)
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